
 

german ideology bringing so much destruction and once in holland resuming my long

visiting  quite  a  few  ones  during  my  car  trip  to  holland  and  reflecting  on  the 

09105:  "recording  my  thoughts  while  walking  a  long  way  to  german  city  centers 

giving more a third dimension to the whole abstraction"

to  the  blue  drop  as  well  as  the  circle  shape  reintroducing  the  black  and  thus 

07169: "finding the time to do another painting early in the morning getting back 

as an inner stratification"

continuing pretty much with the horizontal shapes of the previous painting almost 

07168:  "back   in   the   netherlands   finally   able   to   paint   during   livia's   nap   and 

culemborg with its sixteenth century like scenarios"

finally back in the netherlands taking my usual rounds in the dutch landscape of 

world war spared city of wertzen to then film in the fully modern dortmund and 

suburbs  visiting  later  the  reconstructed  wurzburg  and  also  filming  the  second 

through   germany   and   stopping   in   munich   exploring   the   tourist   center   and   the 

13187:  "filming   extensively   despite   the   weather   during  my   car   trip  back   north 

and a lot of fans but not so many fliers"

later in wurzburg finding a bit of trash and more in dortmund with a football game 

the north but finding them quite clean and often under the rain like in munich and 

11224: "walking extensively in several german cities driving from the south to 

unable to scavenge"

often going to vicenza yet many at times having to carry livia and being quite 

trips to cities and picking trash both in the near of mantua and trento beside 

11223: "working mostly at my installation in the mountains but also taking small 

the last political elections"

in india with much garbage everywhere and a lot of fliers still on the ground from 

much trash but then going to sassari and finding quite a lot feeling almost like 

11222: "in sardinia on holiday with august and livia now not really finding so 

trash and some fruit wraps among other fliers"

party  and  the  left  pro-europe  and  pro-immigrant  party  with  again  more  chinese 

trash  also  much  showing  the  fight  between  the  anti-immigrant  and  anti-european 

11221: "in the deep suburbs of milan still walking extensively and now picking 

chinese people leaving there"

all  the  way  across  it  picking  quite  some  trash  also  in  chinese  for  the  many 

but then being stopped by the hunters and going to milan for an interview walking 

11220: "taking a break from cities working in the mountains at my installation 

through the city hours and hours but only occasionally finding some trash"

11219:   "now   in   innsbruck   staying   at   my   norwegian   friend   asmund   and   walking 



planet"

now  writing  the  story  of  one  and  how  it  developed  into  eventually  a  thinking 

about my time spent in sardinia scuba diving and observing the urchins there and 

08108:  "now   resuming   my   writing   of   fables   in   the   mountains   yet   much   inspired 

girls mostly inspired by watching some movies"

beside having many dreams related to driving and also getting dreams with other 

nightmares  about  the  hunters  and  their  brutal  way  of  blocking  my  installation 

in the mountains and beginning to dream about it and its people and also having 

02169: "still dreaming of sardinina and the sea but then spending most of my time 

circumstances from birthday parties"

while walking on the hills in maastricht and along the river lek escaping in both 

hunters rebelling against my installation in italy and reflecting on my situation 

09106:  "a   period  feeling  very   productive  with   my  thoughts   especially  with   the 

even came to my exhibition in gothenburg"

also getting to know a retired north american guy and a lesbian danish artist who 

swedish couple with the guy being a former rather famous photojournalist and then 

on  the  road  and  later  walking  extensively  and  getting  to  know  an  interesting 

and leaving the hippy place to go further down to varkala meeting a german couple 

photograph them outside the ashram as cameras are not allowed to be used within 

10132: "meeting more folk from amma's ashram in southern india being only able to 

animals and so forth"

to fantasize much and not only relating my ideas to baby livia herself but also to 

staying in the near of culemborg mostly alone with myrthe working yet being able 

14141: "getting ideas while in holland walking mostly with livia and pretty much 

hunters revolt as well as my mother"

being   very   much   helped   being   very   productive   feeling   rather   immune   from   all 

the  netherlands  missing  my  physical  work  but  taking  very  nice  walks  as  well  as 

built and also finding some good energy setting on the road through germany and in 

content of my project alone no matter where and if its cubic container will be 

hunters revolt against it but soon finding strength and happiness in creating the 

and  working  less  at  my  installation  getting  quite  negatively  affected  by  the 

04125: "a month now spent mostly with my family in the mountains missing august 

try to record a thought ultimately just walking alone by the river during sunsets"

walks with livia in the stroller but now having her to start calling every time i 


